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Introduction: Shared decision-making is considered to be a key aspect of woman-centered 
care and a strategy to improve communication, respect, and satisfaction. This scoping review 
identified studies that used a shared decision-making support strategy as the primary 
intervention in the context of perinatal care. 
 
Methods: A literature search of PubMed, CINAHL, Cochrane Library, PsycINFO, and SCOPUS 
databases was completed for English-language studies conducted from January 2000 through 
November 2019 that examined the impact of a shared decision-making support strategy on a 
perinatal decision (such as choice of mode of birth after prior cesarean birth). Studies that only 
examined the use of a decision aid were excluded. Nine studies met inclusion criteria and were 
examined for the nature of the shared decision-making intervention as well as outcome 
measures such as decisional evaluation, including decisional conflict, decisional regret, and 
certainty. 
 
Results: The 9 included studies were heterogeneous with regard to shared decision-making 
interventions and measured outcomes and were performed in different countries and in a 
variety of perinatal situations, such as women facing the choice of mode of birth after prior 
cesarean birth. The impact of a shared decision-making intervention on women’s perception of 
shared decision-making and on their experiences of the decision-making process were mixed. 
There may be a decrease in decisional conflict and regret related to feeling informed, but no 
change in decisional certainty. 
 
Discussion: Despite the call to increase the use of shared decision-making in perinatal care, 
there are few studies that have examined the effects of a shared decision-making support 
strategy. Further studies that include antepartum and intrapartum settings, which include 
common perinatal decisions such as induction of labor, are needed. In addition, clear guidance 
and strategies for successfully integrating shared decision-making and practice 
recommendations would help women and health care providers navigate these complex 
decisions. 
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Introduction 
 
Patient-centered care is an approach to health care that uses a holistic framework to address a 
person’s health and well-being and has been linked to improved patient satisfaction, provider-
patient communication, and health outcomes.1 Although variation in how patient-centered care 
is defined and measured remains a potential barrier to effective implementation, patient-
centered care highlights the importance of effective provider-patient communication as well as 
the pursuit of harmony between an individual’s values and the proposed health intervention.2,3 

Shared decision-making is a key aspect of patient-centered care and a strategy to improve 
communication, respect, and satisfaction.4 

 
Shared decision-making is a collaborative process in which a health care provider and patient 
engage with one another to make health care decisions, using respectful communication and 
basing their decisions on the best available evidence and the patient’s preferences, values, and 
goals.5 The shared decision-making process attempts to balance the principles of beneficence 
and autonomy through the clear and thorough exchange of information and the exploration and 
clarification of the patient’s values and their understanding of risk.6 Effective and respectful 
communication has been linked to women’s satisfaction with their perinatal care and 
experience of childbirth.3,7 Recent articles describing the mistreatment of women in childbirth 
as a global phenomenon emphasize the need for improved understanding of the dynamic 
process of shared decision-making, communication, risk perception, and informed consent.8,9 In 
addition, lack of shared decision-making has also been linked to health care disparities in the 
United States.10 For example, Attanasio et al examined women’s perceptions of shared 
decision-making regarding obstetric procedures during labor in a cohort of women who gave 
birth in Pennsylvania (N 3006). This study found that women who were from racial or ethnic 
minority groups, who were less educated, or who lacked private insurance reported lower levels 
of shared decision-making.10 

 
Consistent implementation of and engagement in the shared decision-making process in 
perinatal care has been identified as critical to improved perinatal outcomes and is considered 
an essential component to high-quality perinatal care.11,12 Shared decision-making has been 
included in policy initiatives that aim to promote a meaningful partnership with women, to 
promote physiologic birth, and to reduce primary cesarean births.13,14 Perinatal guidelines and 
studies, including randomized controlled trials, now call upon intrapartum care providers to 
integrate research findings into a shared decision-making framework when discussing such 
decisions as induction of labor,15 birth options in the setting of late-preterm preeclampsia,16 and 
unknown group B streptococcus colonization status.17 Systematic reviews have examined the 
effect of decision aids alone on outcomes such as treatment adherence and decision 
evaluation.18 However, a shared decision-making process is, or should be, more than just the 
provision of a decision aid. Despite current encouragement to adopt shared decision-making, 
there is limited evidence regarding the effect of shared decision-making on treatment 
adherence, clinical outcomes, or the experience of decision-making for both women and health 
care providers in the perinatal context. The aim of this scoping review was to examine the 
range of current research in perinatal care on the potential impact of shared decision-making, 
to summarize the findings when a shared decision-making support strategy is implemented, 
and to identify gaps in the research.19 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 
 

 

Quick Points 

• Implementation of a shared decision-making strategy may decrease women’s perceptions of decisional 
conflict. The communication of accurate, evidence-based information has the potential to decrease 
decisional conflict. 

• Shared decision-making strategies may have less of an impact on women’s feelings of certainty in their 
decision. 

• Midwives have an opportunity to contribute to further research on the impact of a shared decision-making 
strategy and to the integration of shared decision-making and evidence-based clinical guidelines. 

 
Methods 
 
A scoping review is a rigorous method used to evaluate the extent of the evidence about a 
particular subject.20 Whereas a systematic review seeks to synthesize the evidence to answer a 
specific clinical question, the breadth of a scoping review allows an examination of the range of 
evidence and identification of research gaps.20 In addition, a scoping review offers the 
opportunity to determine if a full systematic review would be appropriate.19,21 For this scoping 
review, a literature search procedure was performed, and the Preferred Reporting Items for 
Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses extension for scoping reviews were addressed.20,22 
Search terms were formulated based on the Population Intervention Comparison Outcome 
framework.21 The literature search was conducted between September and November 2019 
using the databases PubMed, SCOPUS, Cochrane Library, PsycINFO, and CINAHL. Search terms 
included maternity care, pregnancy, shared decision-making, and informed choice in 
combination. The final search was limited to articles published between January 2000 and 
November 2019, as a preliminary search demonstrated that there were few studies published 
on this topic prior to 2000. 
 
Inclusion criteria included articles presenting outcomes of original quantitative, qualitative, and 
mixed methods studies reporting on the use of shared decision-making strategies as an 
intervention for either women and/or maternity care providers. Exclusion criteria comprised 
studies published in a non-English language, studies published prior to 2000, studies that 
evaluated a decision aid alone, and studies that described preferences or experiences of shared 
decision-making but did not include shared decision-making as the primary intervention (Table 
1). Review articles, opinion pieces, protocol descriptions, and quality improvement process 
articles were excluded, although their reference lists were reviewed for additional potential 
studies. 
 
Table 1. Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria 
 

Inclusion Criteria   Exclusion Criteria 

English language 

Quantitative, mixed methods, or qualitative research 

Shared decision-making intervention 

Published after 1999 

Clinical context includes any aspect of perinatal or  

      maternity care, including antepartum,  

      intrapartum, postpartum 

 

Non-English language 

Reviews, opinions, quality improvement protocols or      

     process descriptions, research protocols 

Evaluation of decision aid as the sole aim of the study 

Examination of women’s or health care providers’  

     preferences when shared decision-making was not the  

     intervention 

Published prior to 2000 

Clinical context is outside maternity care, including other  

     aspects of reproductive health care such as breast  

     cancer 



 
 

 
 

 

The literature search and description of studies is presented in Figure 1. After duplicates were 
removed, 609 publications were evaluated. Titles and abstracts were screened for inclusion. If 
inclusion criteria were met, then the full text was retrieved and reviewed. A data abstraction 
form was developed specifically for this review, including author name, title, date of 
publication, journal, location of study, study design, and specific type of shared decision-
making intervention. Information on study results and the measurement tools used by the 
study researchers were also recorded. Extracted data were entered into a spreadsheet for 
organization. Studies were organized into 3 primary categories that represent the potential 
influence of shared decision-making on women’s experiences of decision-making, perinatal 
outcomes, and health care providers. As the aim of this review was to describe the scope of 
this topic in the literature, the methodological quality of the individual studies was not a focus 
of the review, and a pooled analysis was not performed. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses Extension for Scoping 
Reviews Flow Chart 
 
Abbreviations: DA, decision aid; QA/I, Quality Assurance/Improvement; SDM, shared decision-making. 
Source: Liberati et al.22 
 
 



 
 

 
 

 

Results 
 
Thirty full-text articles were reviewed, and ultimately 9 were included in the scoping review 
(Table 2).23-31 Three were from the Netherlands,23,24,31 2 from the United States,25,29 and the 
others were from Australia,26 Canada,27 Iran,28 and Japan.30 Three studies used a mixed 
methods design,23,25,30 3 studies used a quasi-experimental design,27-29 and the others were an 
experimental design,26 a randomized controlled trial,31 and a secondary analysis of the same 
randomized controlled trial.24 Two of the studies evaluated shared decision-making regarding 
mode of birth after prior cesarean birth.26,30 Two studies used the same data set to evaluate 
couples’ decision-making with respect to single embryo transfer (vs double embryo transfer) in 
the setting of in vitro fertilization.24,31 The remaining studies involved women and families faced 
with treatment decisions regarding severe pregnancy or postpartum complications,23 care 
options for pregnant women with substance use disorder,25 care options for women and 
families facing a potential birth complicated by extreme prematurity,27 options regarding 
termination or continuation of pregnancy for women whose fetuses were affected  by 13-
thalassemia major,28 and decisions regarding opioid prescriptions for women after cesarean 
birth.29 

 
Interventions included the use of the Three Questions Intervention23 [(1) What are my 
options?, (2) What are the possible benefits and harms of those options?, and (3) How likely 
are each of those benefits and harm to happen to me?], an online survey that used different 
scenarios to gauge involvement in and encouragement of shared decision-making,26 and 
multifaceted decision support strategies.24,27-31 Decision support strategies consisted of one-on-
one decision coaching sessions with a health care provider or research team member who had 
prior training in decision support as well as a decision aid that was designed or adapted for the 
particular situation. Howard and Clark’s study was the only one that focused on health care 
provider training in shared decision-making as the primary intervention.25 

 

Although the included studies shared a similar purpose (to evaluate the effectiveness of their 
specific shared decision-making strategy), the measured effects and outcomes varied. The 
studies examined 3 primary areas: first, the impact on women, including their perception of 
shared decision-making23,26,29 and their experience of making decisions in terms of decisional 
control, decisional conflict, and decisional regret;27,28,30,31 second, the impact on perinatal 
outcomes, such as mode of birth, continuation of pregnancy, or choices regarding embryo 
transfer during in vitro fertilization;28,30,31 and third, the impact on health care providers, 
including changes in clinical practice variation24 and providers’ satisfaction with the 
implementation of a shared decision-making strategy.25,27 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 
Table 2. Summary of 9 Articles Included in Scoping Review 
  

Author, Date Population and Setting Study Aim Study Design Evaluation 
Tool 

Intervention 
Comparator 

Key Outcomes 

Baijens et al 
201823 

Netherlands 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Brabers et al 
201624 

Netherlands 

Pre-intervention group,  
     n = 33 
Intervention group, n = 29 
4 interviews 
Health care providers not   
     included 
 
 
 
 
 
5 hospitals 
222 couples 
Intervention group, n = 113 
Beginning of first IVF,   
     excluded couples who  
     only had one embryo  
     available, those already  
     pregnant, or who never  
     started IVF 
Health care providers not 
     included 

Evaluate the feasibility  
     and effectiveness of  
     the Three Questions  
     Intervention in  
     clinical inpatient 
     setting 
 
 
 
 
 
Examine the hypothesis 
     that SDM reduces 
     variation in clinical 
     practice, with an 
     increase in single 
     embryo transfer vs 
     double embryo 
     transfer 

Mixed-methods  
     quantitative pre- and  
     post-survey,  
     qualitative interviews 
SDM-Q-9 to measure  
     perceived level of  
     SDM, preferences  
     about their  
     involvement in  
     decision-making and  
     information provision 
Secondary analysis of 
     randomized     
     controlled trial 

Intervention group    
     given 3-questions   
     card, encouraged to  
     use the questions  
     during ward rounds 
Pre-intervention group  
     did not receive 3  
     questions during  
     first 3 wk of study 
 
 
Evidence-based DA,    
     support of IVF   
     nurse (decision  
     coach) provided  
     before the standard  
     counseling session  
     and IVF care 
Standard counseling  
     and IVF care 

Mean score of SDM-Q-9  
     not statistically  
     significant between  
     groups 
Majority in both groups 
     preferred physician  
     to make decision  
     after explicitly 
     considering the    
     woman’s preferences 
 
Strategy to promote  
     SDM reduced  
     variation in single 
     embryo transfer or    
     double embryo  
     transfer choice 
     between hospitals  
     but not within the  
     same hospital 

(Continued) 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 
 

 
Author, Date Population and Setting Study Aim Study Design Evaluation 

Tool 
Intervention 
Comparator 

Key Outcomes 

van Peperstraten 
     et al 
201031 

Netherlands 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Howard and Clark 
201725 
United States 

Couples with first IVF or first    
     after previously successful   
     IVF, aged < 40 y 
Intervention group, n = 152 
Control group, n = 156 
Health care providers not  
     included 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Prenatal health care providers,  
     N = 45  
Women not included 

A multifaceted 
     empowerment 
     strategy would 
     encourage the use of 
     single embryo 
     transfer and reduce 
     the number of twin 
     pregnancies in a 
     cost-effective way 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Training for providers 
     on destigmatization 
     of SUD in pregnancy, 
     using SDM to 
     increase screening     
     for substance use    
     and to provide   
     information about    
     treatment and 
     resources 

Randomized controlled trial  
3 questionnaires (inclusion, 
     after intervention but     
     before treatment, 5 wk    
     after embryo transfer),   
     measuring decision-  
     making outcomes and   
     knowledge 
General self-efficacy scale;  
     actual knowledge 11-item   
     multiple choice test;  
     decision evaluation scores   
     (satisfaction or  
     uncertainty, informed  
     choice, decision control)  
     15-item questionnaire;  
     state trait anxiety  
     inventory; Beck  
     depression inventory 

Evidence-based DA, 
     support of IVF    
     nurse 
     (decision coach), 
     reimbursement for 
     additional IVF if 
     choosing single 
     embryo transfer 
     decreased chance of 
     pregnancy,      
     provided 
     before the standard 
     counseling session 
     and IVF care 
Standard counseling   
     and IVF care 

Couples choosing single   
     embryo transfer:  
     intervention group 
     = 43%, control group = 
     32%; the proportion of     
     couples in intervention    
     group who wanted to   
     decide for themselves   
     the number of embryos   
     increased from 77% to  
     91%, remained 73% in   
     control group 
Decision evaluation scale  
     not significant in  
     satisfaction or   
     uncertainty or control,  
     but intervention group  
     reported a better- 
     informed choice 
No difference in anxiety or  
     depression 

(Continued) 



 
 

 
 

 
Author, Date Population and Setting Study Aim Study Design Evaluation 

Tool 
Intervention 
Comparator 

Key Outcomes 

Miller and Holdaway 
     201926 
 
Australia 
 

Women aged 18 y, not  
     currently pregnant;  
     N = 669 
Health care providers not 
     included 

Investigate how    
     variations in risk  
     communication    
     (information    
     selectivity, absolute     
     vs relative risk, role    
     in decision-making)    
     influenced choice of    
     mode of birth 

2 × 2 × 2 experimental   
     design; 8 experimental    
     conditions; random   
     allocation and blinded;   
     online survey 
SDM measured via  
     questions that     
     assessed decisional   
     certainty, perception  
     of risk, perceived  
     freedom to choose;  
     perceived involvement  
     in decision-making,  
     encouragement to  
     participate in decision- 
     making by health care  
     provider 

Exposure to vignettes   
     that manipulated  
     decision-making  
     conditions 
Preference for mode of  
     birth assessed 
Selective vs  
     nonselective  
     information;  
     absolute vs relative  
     risk communication;  
     compliance vs  
     choice (role of 
     decision-making) 
Choice created by  
     emphasizing     
     freedom to choose,  
     control over the 
     decision-making     
     process,  
     encouragement to  
     participate 

Decision-making role  
     (choice vs  
     compliance) did not  
     predict childbirth  
     preference 

(Continued) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 
 

 
Author, Date Population and Setting Study Aim Study Design Evaluation 

Tool 
Intervention 
Comparator 

Key Outcomes 

Moore et al 
201727 
Canada 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Moudi et al 
201828 
Iran 

Parents facing potential birth  
     at 23-24 wk gestational  
     age, N = 15 
Convenience sample 
4 neonatologists trained   
     as decision coaches  
     through online course and    
     workshop 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fetus diagnosed with 13-TM 
Control group, n = 40 
Intervention group, n = 40 
Health care providers not 
     included 

Field-test decision 
     coaching with DA 
     developed by study 
     team to determine 
     effect on decisional  
     conflict 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Study the effect of SDM 
     on decisional conflict 
     scores immediately 
     after consultation, 
     determine the impact 
     of SDM on decisional 
     regret in first 3 mo 
     after decision to 
     terminate pregnancy 

Quantitative surveys of     
     women and decision  
     coaches 
Satisfaction with SDM  
     rating tool; modified   
     Genetic Counselling   
     Satisfaction Scale; low   
     literacy Decisional  
     Conflict Scale; Choice   
     Predisposition Scale;  
     decision coaches filled  
     a satisfaction  
     questionnaire based  
     on experience with DA  
     and decisional    
     coaching 
Quasi-experimental 
Decisional Conflict Scale; 
     Decision Regret Scale 

Trained neonatologist 
     provided decision 
     coaching and DA 
Standard consultation 
     with neonatologist 
     who did not receive 
     training as decision 
     coach; no DA 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
90-min counseling 
     session based on    
     SDM with study  
     member trained in  
     SDM 
Routine care 
     (termination 
     recommended, 
     one-way flow of 
     information) 

89% would recommend 
     decision coaching     
     plus DA 
Total decisional conflict     
     score decreased   
     significantly 
Participants’ choice 
     predisposition carried 
     through to actual     
     choice 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Statistically significant    
     lower scores of    
     decisional conflict 
     and decisional regret 

(Continued) 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 
 

 
Author, Date Population and Setting Study Aim Study Design Evaluation 

Tool 
Intervention 
Comparator 

Key Outcomes 

Prabhu et al  
201729 
United States 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Torigoe and Shorten 
201830 
Japan 

Women who had cesarean     
     birth, N = 50 
Health care providers not 
     included 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Currently pregnant women  
     eligible for VBAC,N = 33 
Health care providers not 
     included 

Assess the effect of    
     interactive SDM   
     session with 2   
     trained providers   
     using a DA on a  
     tablet helping women  
     choose the number  
     of 5-mg oxycodone  
     tablets to be  
     prescribed at  
     discharge 
 
Translate and culturally    
     adapt a DA for use in  
     Japan and integrate  
     it into a decision  
     coaching strategy for  
     use with decisions  
     about mode of birth 

Post-intervention    
     questionnaire, health    
     record review of  
     prescription refill  
     requests 
Review of health record   
     for prescriptions;    
     questionnaire  
     measuring satisfaction  
     with outpatient pain  
     management 
 
Mixed methods:   
     quantitative measures   
     for knowledge and  
     decisional conflict;  
     qualitative interviews  
     and thematic analysis  
     exploring women’s  
     experience of decision- 
     making 
Decisional Conflict Scale, 
     Japanese version;  
     Knowledge Score;   
     Birth Preference Scale 

10-min SDM session     
     with clinician who   
     reviewed  
     information verbally  
     while the woman  
     viewed tablet-based   
     DA; women chose  
     the number of  
     tablets (0-40) of  
     oxycodone 
Routine care 
 
Birth choices DA plus   
     decision guide for       
     assessment and  
     decision discussions  
     (one-page interview  
     guide) 
Routine care 

Fewer refill requests 
90% of women reported  
     being satisfied with  
     outpatient pain  
     management 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Number of women with  
     high decisional   
     conflict scores  
     decreased 
Knowledge scores  
     increased overall 
Mean value for strength  
     of woman’s birth  
     preference before  
     and after  
     intervention  
     increased 
However, mean decision  
     score remained high,  
     and there was no  
     significant change in  
     feelings of certainty 

 
Abbreviations: 13-TM, 13-thalessemia major; DA, decision aid; IVF, in vitro fertilization; SDM, shared decision-making; SDM-Q-9, 9-item Shared Decision-
Making Questionnaire; SUD, substance use disorder; VBAC, vaginal birth after cesarean. 



 
 

 
Impact of Shared Decision-Making: Women’s Experiences 
 
Perception of Shared Decision-Making 
 
The one study that evaluated women’s perceptions of shared decision-making did not show 
statistically significant results after a specific shared decision-making strategy was 
implemented.23 Baijens et al introduced the Three Questions Intervention to women who were 
admitted to inpatient obstetric wards for pregnancy or postpartum complications.23 Women 
were given cards with the 3 questions written down, and the women were asked to use the 
prompt to ask questions during ward rounds. The researchers used the 9-item Shared Decision-
Making Questionnaire (SDM-Q-9) to evaluate the women’s perceptions of shared decision-
making during their interactions with their perinatal care providers. The SDM-Q-9 is a validated 
tool that has good acceptance, consistency, and reliability and asks 9 questions relevant to 
shared decision-making such as “My doctor made it clear that a decision needs to be made.”32 
Although the use of the 3 questions did stimulate women to seek more, and more specific, 
information, Baijens et al found that the SDM-Q-9 scores were not statistically different 
between the women in the intervention and control groups, indicating that perception of shared 
decision-making was unaffected by use of the 3-question strategy. 
 
Decisional Evaluation 
 
Four of the studies27,28,30,31 examined women’s experiences of decision-making, including 
decisional conflict and decisional regret. Van Peperstraten et al evaluated what they termed a 
“multi-faceted empowerment strategy”31(p 2) based on decision coaching and a shared 
decision-making framework. They used multiple surveys that measured self-efficacy, 
knowledge, satisfaction or uncertainty of decision making, informed choice, decision control, 
anxiety, and depression.31 Scores of decision control (defined as feelings of regret, anxiety, and 
fright at making a decision) and satisfaction or uncertainty (defined as feeling satisfied or 
doubtful with the decision) showed no difference between couples who received the 
empowerment strategy and those who did not. Couples in the intervention group did report 
feeling more informed compared with the couples in the control group. 
 
Moore et al,27 Moudi et al,28 and Torigoe and Shorten30 used the validated Decision Conflict 
Scale33 to explore perceptions of uncertainty about options, including feeling uninformed, 
uncertainty related to personal values, and feelings of lack of support in decision-making. In 
the survey by Moore et al of women at risk for extreme preterm birth, the women who received 
a decision coaching session with a neonatologist trained in decision coaching had decreased 
decisional conflict across all subdomains.27 The greatest difference in decisional conflict scores 
occurred in the subdomain of feeling informed. The evaluation by Moudi et al of women whose 
fetuses were diagnosed with 13-thalassemia major and who received a decision coaching 
session showed statistically significantly lower mean decisional conflict scores compared with 
women who did not receive decisional coaching.28 The largest difference was in the subdomain 
of feeling informed, similar to the findings by Moore et al. In addition, whereas women in the 
intervention group had lower decisional regret scores overall, there were a few women in the 
intervention group who expressed significant decisional regret and would not choose the same 
option (termination of pregnancy) again. Reasons for their regret included issues such as 
concerns for future fertility and adverse physical experiences but did not include lack of 
information or feeling uninformed. Torigoe and Shorten also used the Decision Conflict Scale to 
examine decision-making for women facing the choice of mode of birth after prior cesarean 
birth, with the intervention group participating in a shared decision-making support session.30 



 
 

 
 

 

In this study, there was a statistically significant decrease in overall decisional conflict scores 
after the shared decision-making session. As with the Moudi et al27 and Moore et al studies,28 

the greatest decrease occurred in the subdomain of feeling informed. However, there was no 
significant change in the subdomain of feeling certainty, suggesting that feelings of doubt 
remained despite an increase in knowledge. 
 
 
Impact of Shared Decision-Making: Outcomes 
 
Perinatal Outcomes and Practice Variation 
 
Six studies24,26,27,29-31 included discussion of the perinatal outcome related to the decision being 
made. Although most of the studies were not necessarily designed to measure change in a 
particular outcome, they showed minimal, if any, effect on actual perinatal outcomes. The 
studies by Miller and Holdaway and by Torigoe and Shorten looked at birth preference for mode 
of birth after prior cesarean birth.26,30 Although neither study looked directly at the number of 
women who, in the end, actually had a vaginal birth after cesarean (VBAC) or cesarean birth, 
the potential rates of VBAC or planned repeat cesarean birth were essentially unchanged. Miller 
et al used hypothetical scenarios to demonstrate that although women’s preferences for mode 
of birth was influenced by risk perception (and therefore by health care providers’ risk 
communication), the decision-making role assumed by the woman did not influence her choice 
of mode of birth.26 Torigoe and Shorten showed that, although the strength of the woman’s 
birth method preference increased after the shared decision-making intervention, there was 
minimal change in the number of women desiring VBAC versus planned cesarean birth.30 
 
Moore et al used the Choice Predisposition Scale to measure participants’ propensity for a 
particular option before and after the shared decision-making intervention.27 Choice 
predisposition represents a person’s leaning toward selecting a particular option.34 They also 
collected data on the actual choice made by the parents, either intensive care or palliative care 
for their preterm neonate. They showed that the option the couples were inclined to choose 
prior to the shared decision-making intervention carried through to the actual choice they 
made. The same number of parents who were predisposed to choose palliative care actually did 
so; there were no changes in this particular perinatal outcome. 
 
Van Peperstraten et al and Brabers et al used the same data set to look at the outcome of 
single embryo transfer versus double embryo transfer for couples seeking in vitro 
fertilization.24,31 Both study teams hypothesized that the shared decision-making intervention 
would reduce the number of double embryo transfers. Van Peperstraten et al looked to the 
shared decision-making intervention to ultimately decrease the perinatal complications 
associated with double embryo transfers, and therefore with twin pregnancies. In this study, 
43% of the intervention group chose single embryo transfer, compared with 32% in the control 
group, which was statistically significant, indicating that the shared decision-making strategy 
has a potential effect on this particular perinatal outcome.31 Brabers et al looked to the shared 
decision-making intervention to decrease health care provider practice variation. In contrast to 
the van Peperstraten et al study, Brabers et al found that the shared decision-making strategy 
did not have as great an effect on practice variation between hospitals.24 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 
 

 

Prabhu et al used a decision aid plus decision coaching to review what to expect with regard to 
pain after a cesarean birth, with the hope that women would choose the lesser amount of 
opioid and thereby reduce the amount of leftover oxycodone in their community. They 
demonstrated a statistically significant decrease in the number of oxycodone tablets chosen by 
women after the shared decision-making intervention while also maintaining a low refill request 
rate.29 

 

Impact of Shared Decision-Making: Health Care Providers 
 
Two studies looked at the experience of the health care providers who participated in or 
facilitated the shared decision-making intervention.25,27 In Howard and Clark’s study, perinatal 
care providers received a training on shared decision-making model for engaging with pregnant 
women with substance use disorder.25 The number of participants who responded that they did 
use shared decision-making (“sometimes” or “yes”) increased after training, although this was 
not statistically significant.25 In the study by Moore et al, 4 neonatologists received training in 
decision coaching and developed a decision support tool and decision coach guide specifically 
for their study. The neonatologists completed a satisfaction questionnaire after each 
consultation (N = 11), and all recommended this shared decision-making intervention for any 
neonatologist who might be supporting women through decision-making in the setting of 
extreme prematurity.27 

 

Discussion 
 
Despite the call to increase the use of shared decision-making in perinatal care, there are few 
studies designed to examine the potential or actual effects of a shared decision-making support 
strategy. Only 9 studies were identified that met the inclusion criteria for this study. These 
studies involved a diverse array of perinatal situations, examined different aspects shared 
decision-making, and explored different potential effects of shared decision-making on women, 
health care providers, and perinatal outcomes. Although they embodied the spirit of shared 
decision-making through their descriptions of women’s empowerment through inclusion and 
support in decision-making, particularly through values clarification and information sharing, 
the studies were not specific in their definition(s) of shared decision-making. Different 
methodologies and tools were used to evaluate the perception of shared decision-making and 
decision-making experiences. In addition, the studies were performed across an international 
spectrum of health care systems. These heterogenous elements contribute to the potential 
difficulty in performing a systematic review. Clarification regarding the goals of shared decision-
making and better understanding of how to successfully implement shared decision-making are 
needed. 
 
This scoping review identified a number of gaps in current research on shared decision-making 
in perinatal care. None of the studies took place during the intrapartum period. Facilitation of 
person-centered care via shared decision-making during labor is inherently challenging, as 
decisions may need to be made urgently and the experience of labor may pull a woman’s focus 
away from personal interactions.35 In addition, the shared decision-making process may need 
to be more flexible and the perinatal care providers more nimble in their assessments of the 
situation and the woman’s ability to participate in the shared decision-making process during 
labor.36 And yet labor is also a critically important time to ensure the inclusion of shared 
decision-making as part of a larger framework encompassing women’s satisfaction with their 
birth experiences, respect for women in birth, and support of an overall culture of safety in 
perinatal care. Despite these challenges, further research is needed into how shared decision-
making may be optimally operationalized in the intrapartum setting. 



 
 

 
 

 

In addition, none of the studies identified involved common perinatal decision-making 
situations such as induction of labor or antenatal fetal surveillance for women aged older than 
35 years. Studies, including Miller and Holdaway’s study, clearly demonstrate the strong 
influence of the health care provider’s method of information and risk communication on a 
woman’s choice of mode of birth and women’s reliance upon their providers for accurate, 
evidence-based information.11,26,37 Unfortunately, opportunities for implementing shared 
decision-making are often missed.4,38 A study that looked at interactions between perinatal care 
providers and women demonstrated that in the majority of decisions only one option was 
discussed, indicating that no choice was actually offered.39 Research into the development of 
evidence-based shared decision-making strategies that work in conjunction with updated 
clinical guidelines, which include but are not limited to a decision aid alone, is critical for both 
providers and women as decisions in perinatal care increase in complexity and providers are 
implored to use such strategies. 
 
In the studies included in this scoping review, shared decision-making appeared to have a 
positive effect on decisional conflict and decisional regret, but less so on decisional certainty. 
Decisional conflict represents a state of uncertainty regarding decision-making and may be 
exacerbated by feeling uninformed, feeling unclear about one’s personal values, or feeling 
unsupported or pressured to make a choice. These cognitive factors are independent of the 
complexity or difficulty of the decision choice itself.33 As seen in these studies, the 
communication of accurate, evidence-based information has the potential to significantly 
decrease decisional conflict. Studies examining women’s satisfaction in birth consistently 
demonstrate the importance of the respectful communication of accurate, unbiased 
information.37,40,41 However, shared decision-making strategies may have less of an impact on 
the subdomain of certainty, a feeling of having made the right decision. These studies shed 
light on the complexity of the emotional experiences inherent in these decisions, which 
continues to evolve over time, as well as the inability to predict with absolute certainty a 
clinical outcome. Fundamentally, shared decision-making is a process, one that should be 
repeated and recycled as much or as often as women need, with the hope of minimizing the 
potential adverse effects of decisional conflict and regret. Research studies that use the same 
measures for evaluating women’s experiences of decisional conflict, decisional regret, and 
certainty are needed. In particular, tools are needed that are validated for the use in perinatal 
care and that may be used across countries and in different health care systems. 
 
This scoping review has some limitations. Despite the use of broad search terms, the inclusion 
criteria were narrowed to only allow studies that clearly used a shared decision-making 
strategy as the intervention, which may have excluded some relevant studies. In addition, if 
the abstract or title described only a decision aid as the intervention, then it was excluded, and 
the full text was not reviewed. This may have excluded relevant studies that used a 
multifaceted decision support strategy that was not clearly articulated. The exclusion of non- 
English-language studies may have caused some articles not to be included, particularly as at 
least one of the measurement tools used (SDM-Q-9) has been translated into and validated in 
multiple languages. Last, we were unable identify studies that explicitly articulated or examined 
the involvement of midwives in the shared decision-making intervention strategy. This may 
have excluded relevant studies involving midwives or midwifery care. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 
 

 

Conclusion 
 
Shared decision-making is process through which women and midwives exchange information, 
explore preferences, and make choices. It has great potential to assist health care providers 
and women to negotiate clinically and emotionally complex perinatal decisions. Implementation 
of a shared decision-making strategy may reduce decisional conflict and regret, although more 
studies are needed to better understand the impact of such strategies. In the studies included 
in this scoping review, the perception of feeling informed was the most studied outcome of 
shared decision-making interventions, highlighting the importance of sharing accurate, 
evidence-based information with women. However, the studies were limited and did not include 
common perinatal situations such as decisions regarding induction of labor, nor did the studies 
occur in the intrapartum setting. This highlights the need for more research on the 
development of clearly defined goals of shared decision-making interventions, including specific 
perinatal outcomes and impact on costs. In addition, more research is needed that examines 
and includes the use of tools and scales that have been validated for perinatal care settings. 
Clear guidance and strategies for successfully integrating shared decision-making and practice 
recommendations are needed. 
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